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A B S T R A C T

Additively manufactured lattices based on triply periodic minimal surfaces (TPMS) have attracted significant
research interest from the medical industry due to their good mechanical and biomorphic properties. However,
most studies have focussed on permanent metallic implants, while very little work has been undertaken on
manufacturing biodegradable metal lattices. In this study, the mechanical properties and in vitro corrosion of
selective laser melted Fe–35%Mn lattices based on gyroid, diamond and Schwarz primitive unit-cells were
comprehensively evaluated to investigate the relationships between lattice type and implant performance. The
gyroid-based lattices were the most readily processable scaffold design for controllable porosity and matching the
CAD design. Mechanical properties were influenced by lattice geometry and pore volume. The Schwarz lattices
were stronger and stiffer than other designs with the 42% porosity scaffold exhibiting the highest combination of
strength and ductility, while diamond and gyroid based scaffolds had lower strength and stiffness and were more
plastically compliant. The corrosion behaviour was strongly influenced by porosity, and moderately influenced by
geometry and geometry-porosity interaction. At 60% porosity, the diamond lattice displayed the highest degra-
dation rate due to an inherently high surface area-to-volume ratio. The biodegradable Fe–35Mn porous scaffolds
showed a good cytocompatibility to primary human osteoblasts cells. Additive manufacturing of biodegradable
Fe–Mn alloys employing TPMS lattice designs is a viable approach to optimise and customise the mechanical
properties and degradation response of resorbable implants toward specific clinical applications for hard tissue
orthopaedic repair.
1. Introduction

Metal-based biomedical implants are extensively used in orthopaedic
applications, such as in the fixation of bone fractures (fixation plates and
screws) and bone tissue engineering (porous scaffolds) [1,2]. Inert
metals, such as titanium and its alloys, stainless steels or
cobalt-chromium alloys, have been used to fabricate orthopaedic im-
plants due to their excellent biocompatibility, mechanical strength and
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high corrosion resistance [3]. Although permanent bone implants possess
several advantages, they suffer from long-term health risks such as the
potential to induce “stress shielding”, due to insufficient loading to
maintain healthy bone tissue surrounding the implant caused by the
implant material's higher relative stiffness, and possible toxicity from
wear and element leaching [4]. Furthermore, for patients experiencing
complications resulting from a permanent implant, removal of the
implant requires expensive and painful secondary surgeries.
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Biodegradable/bioresorbable metallic implants can address some of
these issues as they can provide sufficient mechanical support during
healing to enable growth and repair of tissue and subsequently degrade
in the physiological environment to be absorbed by the human body.

Currently, iron (Fe) [5], magnesium (Mg) [6,7] and zinc (Zn) [8] and
their alloys are being explored as the most promising candidates for
biodegradable metals. Among these, Fe-based alloys have advantages
due to higher yield strength, ductility and hardness. Their mechanical
properties are similar to 316L stainless steel, one of the most common
permanent implant materials [9]. Such outstanding mechanical proper-
ties enable Fe-based implants to provide appropriate mechanical support
when utilised to assist in healing large-volume bone defects. Addition-
ally, Fe is well tolerated by the body, and toxicity is less likely than other
metals such as Zn-based alloys because physiological Fe homeostasis is
regulated by absorption only, rather than both absorption and gastroin-
testinal secretion and excretion as is the case for Zn [10]. Fe's excellent
biocompatibility and physiological biodegradability have been verified
by various in vitro tests [5,11,12]. This has also been explored in in vivo
studies, with Peuster et al. [13] reporting that Fe implants do not cause
local or systemic toxicity within the descending aorta of minipigs after
365 days. Dargusch et al. [14] also reported the absence of chronic sys-
temic toxicity in rats after 12 weeks implantation with pure Fe. Never-
theless, the clinical application of biodegradable Fe is hindered by its
intrinsically low degradation rate. For example, two long-term in vivo
studies using pure Fe reported insignificant mass losses due to corrosion
after one year of implantation [13,15]. Hence, for widespread adoption
in clinical applications, it is necessary to find a suitable alloy/design that
delivers the higher degradation rates required for implants to treat bone
defects. A secondary consideration is the ferromagnetic nature of pure Fe
which prohibits magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of implants.

Alloying with Mn to form binary Fe–Mn alloys is an effective strategy
to increase the degradation rate of pure Fe [5]. Hermawan et al. reported
an eight-fold increase for in vitro corrosion of an Fe–35Mn alloy (1.26mm
year�1) over pure Fe (0.16 mm year�1) [16]. Dargusch et al. [17] showed
the direct relationship between Mn concentration and corrosion rates in
sintered Fe–Mn alloys (Fe–20Mn, Fe–30Mn and Fe–35Mn), which is also
consistent with the observations by Hermawan et al. [9] for cold-rolled
Fe–Mn alloys (Fe–20Mn, Fe–25Mn, Fe–30Mn and Fe–35Mn) and Kup-
kova et al. [18] for sintered Fe–Mn alloys (Fe–20Mn, Fe–30Mn and
Fe–35Mn). Increased corrosion rates induced by introducing Mn to Fe
can be attributed to the more active corrosion potential for Mn (�1.18 V)
than Fe (�0.44 V), which consequently makes the system more suscep-
tible to corrosion [19]. Furthermore, sufficient Mn additions (greater
than 15 wt%) [5] promote the formation of γ-austenitic and ε-martensitic
phases in place of the α-ferrite phase, with further increases in the pro-
portion of γ-austenitic phase with increasing Mn. The presence of these
dissimilar phases leads to microgalvanic corrosion that accelerates the
overall bulk corrosion rate [2,9]. Mn alloying also induces antiferro-
magnetic behaviour in Fe due to the formation of the antiferromagnetic
austenite and martensite phases [12], which makes the Fe–Mn alloys
more compatible with MRI. Given these benefits, Fe–35Mn was selected
for the current investigation as our previous work [17] has demonstrated
that it exhibits the best combination of mechanical properties, MRI
compatibility, suitable corrosion rates and excellent biocompatibility.

A porous structure is also favourable to boost the corrosion rates of
Fe–Mn alloys due to increased surface area [20]. A substantial increase in
corrosion rates was reported for the porous Fe–30Mn alloy (0.79 mm
year�1) compared to a nonporous, bulk Fe–30Mn alloy (0.02 mm year�1)
[21]. Additionally, open porosity allows transport of nutrients and oxy-
gen which benefits bone formation and contributes to better fixation due
to enhanced interfacial interaction with the surrounding tissues [22,23].

Additive manufacturing, particularly selective laser melting (SLM), is a
proven technique for creatingporousmetallic scaffoldswithcontrolledpore
sizes. The process allows significant design flexibility facilitating the
manufacture of metallic scaffolds incorporating intricate porous structures
with mechanical properties tailored to specific implant applications [24].
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Recently, porous metal scaffolds with lattice geometries based on
Triply Periodic Minimal Surfaces (TPMS), including diamond, Schwarz
and gyroid structures, have been proposed as outstanding candidates for
use in bone scaffold applications. These structures exhibit a mean cur-
vature of zero at any point, which alleviates potential geometric stress-
concentrating features for these designs. Compared to more conven-
tional lattices (e.g., cubic or dodecahedron), TPMS are also characterised
by higher strength-to-weight and larger surface areas, which can enhance
bio-integration [25,26]. There is a range of reports on the properties of
TPMS lattices [27,28], particularly for metallic materials suitable for
permanent implants such as titanium or stainless steel [29]. However,
there are no reports on the impact of various TPMS lattice structures on
the properties of Fe-based biodegradable alloys.

In a previous study the authors provided a comprehensive evaluation
of Fe–Mn bone scaffolds based on a Schwarz primitive unit-cell manu-
factured by SLM [12,30], and in vivo tests revealed effective bone inte-
gration with the scaffolds and new bone formation within 4 weeks of
implantation (Fig. 1). Despite these promising results, the initial study
was limited to evaluation based on only one cell type. Additionally, this
preliminary work also indicated the potential influence of unit cell type
and porosity levels on degradation rates for the Fe–Mn scaffold. Conse-
quently, the present study was conducted to more comprehensively un-
derstand the influence of different TPMS scaffold designs (i.e., diamond,
Schwarz and gyroid) on mechanical properties, degradation rates and
biological response for the porous Fe–35Mn alloy which can be used to
develop optimised and customised solutions for patient and application
specific treatments.

2. Experimental methods

2.1. Scaffold designs

The strut-based scaffold designs were based on gyroid, diamond and
Schwarz primitive unit-cells (Fig. 2), which are all triply periodic mini-
mal surface (TPMS) designs. The proposed unit-cell structures, reported
for the Ti–6Al–4V alloy [31–33], show appropriate mechanical proper-
ties for use in hard tissue applications. The lack of discontinuity on their
surfaces compared to conventional lattice designs (i.e., cubic, dodeca-
hedron) presents advantages in terms of bone-ingrowth [34] and me-
chanical performance [35,36]. In contrast to sheet-based lattices, the
strut-based (or skeletal) lattices applied in this work have improved
pore connectivity due to their single cell domain [37]. These unit-cell
geometries can be defined by mathematical functions [38], as follows:

FGyroidðx; y; zÞ¼ cosðxÞsinðyÞ þ cosðyÞsinðzÞ þ cosðzÞsinðxÞ þ K (Eq. 1)

FDiamondðx; y; zÞ¼ sinðxÞsinðyÞsinðzÞ þ sinðxÞcosðyÞcosðzÞ þ cosðxÞsinðyÞcosðzÞ
þ cosðxÞcosðyÞsinðzÞ þ K

(Eq. 2)

FSchwarz p:ðx; y; zÞ¼ cosðxÞ þ cosðyÞ þ cosðzÞ þ K (Eq. 3)

where K is an offset controlling the relative density (and corresponding
level of porosity) which varies according to the different unit cell types as
well as the required density. The values of K used in this work were based
on the those reported by I. Maskery et al. [39] and are presented in
Table 1. In this work, the porosity referred to is the designed and inter-
connected macro porosity within the lattice structures, while the
intra-strut porosity are the voids arising from process defects were not
assessed.

Three levels of porosity (42%, 60% and 72%) were produced for each
unit-cell design. These values were selected based on the anticipated
Young's moduli based on finite elements analyses (FEA) reported previ-
ously [30]. Thus, Young's moduli below 30 GPa were expected for each
lattice design, which is compatible with the mechanical properties for



Fig. 1. (A) Histological and (B–E) micro-CT analysis (from bottom (B) to top (E)) showing successful osseointegration of Fe–35Mn scaffold after 4-weeks implantation
in rat cranial bone. Scale bar in A: 50 μm. Scale bar in B–E: 5 mm (Reproduced with permission [30]. Copyright 2020, Elsevier).

Fig. 2. CAD models of the unit-cell topologies used for the creation of lattices and compression sample designs. All unit-cells and cylindrical samples had identical
dimensions to that of the G42 design.
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human trabecular and cortical bone. The size of the unit-cell was adjusted
to 1 mm3 (i.e., 1 mm � 1 mm � 1 mm) to provide a suitable pore size for
bone tissue applications [40,41]. The resulting pore size and strut size of
the scaffolds ranged between 400-1030 μm and 120–480 μm, respec-
tively, depending on the unit-cell design and level of porosity. Further
information on morphological characteristics of the scaffold designs is
reported in Table 1.
2.2. Selective laser melting (SLM) processing

The cylindrical scaffolds presented in Fig. 2 were produced from a gas
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atomised spherical Fe–35Mn powder (H.C. Starck Surface Technology
and Ceramic Powders GmbH, Goslar, Germany) with the same compo-
sition, morphology and particle size distribution (�44 μm) as used in
previous studies [42,43]. The lattices and dense specimens were printed
using a Renishaw AM250 Selective Laser Melting (SLM) machine fitted
with a reduced build platform system. The nominal beam diameter at the
focal plane (f ¼ 0 mm) was 75 μm. The SLM processing parameters used
for this work and presented in Table 2 are based on previous studies
conducted with identical feedstock material [30]. The print was per-
formed under a controlled argon atmosphere with oxygen content below
1000 ppm.



Table 1
Morphological characteristics of CAD models.

Unit-cell type Sample Reference K Designed Porosity (%) Surface Area to Volume Ratio (mm�1) Min. Strut Thickness (μm) Max. Pore sizea (μm)

Gyroid G42 �0.24 42 5.4 480 400
G60 0.3 60 7.5 380 500
G72 0.66 72 10.1 290 610

Diamond D42 �0.19 42 6.5 400 400
D60 0.25 60 9.5 300 480
D72 0.51 72 12.6 230 520

Schwarz primitive S42 �0.3 42 4.1 240 820
S60 0.4 60 6.2 140 950
S72 0.59 72 7.9 120 1030

a The maximum pore size was calculated from the diameter of the largest sphere that can fit within a designed lattice pore.

Table 2
SLM processing parameters used for 3D printing of
scaffolds.

Parameter Value

Power, P 125 W
Layer Thickness, z 50 μm
Pulse duration, ton 50 μs
Point distance, dp 45 μm
Hatch distance, dh 45 μm
Focal position, f 0 mm
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2.3. Microstructure and phase analysis

Electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) analyses were performed to
characterise the phase distributions and texture using a FEI Scios FIB,
equipped with EBSD detector. Samples for EBSD were prepared by
electropolishing in a solution containing 5% perchloric acid and 95%
methanol at �25 �C. All scaffold microstructures were obtained from
representative internal lattice locations from the as-built scaffolds.

2.4. Micro-computed tomography scanning

Each fabricated lattice sample type was scanned using a Bruker
Skyscan 1272 scanner with the parameters presented in Table 3. Using
Fiji software, the reconstructed scans were used to identify morpholog-
ical differences between the CAD files and the fabricated lattices. Vol-
umes of interest (VOI) of 2 mm3 were extracted to assess the essential
morphological characteristics for the study such as surface areas, vol-
umes and strut/pore sizes.

2.5. Mechanical testing

The lattice specimens were subjected to uniaxial compression testing,
according to ISO 13, 314. The test was performed at room temperature
using a UTM at a crosshead speed of 2 mm/min. Compressive strain was
measured using a video extensometer (Shimadzu AGS-100kNX, Kyoto,
Japan). The cylindrical samples were compressed under a continuous
load increasing up to 100 kN, or until complete rupture. The compressive
strain was measured using an Advanced Video Extensometer (AVE),
which tracked two dots on the specimens. Compressive properties such as
Table 3
Micro-computed tomography scanner settings.

Parameter Value

Exposure time 7500 ms
Voltage X-ray 100 kV
Current X-ray 100 μA
Rotation step 0.6�

Averaging 2 frames
Energy filter Cu 0.11 mm
Pixel size (resolution) 7 μm
Image format 1224 x 820
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the compressive modulus (Ec), yield strength at 0.2% offset and
compressive strength at 20% strain were determined.

2.6. Static immersion tests

Immersion tests were conducted with the Fe–35Mn scaffolds using
modified Hank's balanced salt solution (HBSS, Sigma H1387: 8.0 g NaCl,
0.14 g CaCl2, 0.4 g KCl, 0.35 g NaHCO3, 1.0 g glucose, 0.048 g Na2HPO4
(anhydrous), 0.06 g KH2PO4 (anhydrous), 0.097 g MgSO4 (anhydrous)
dissolved in 1 L deionized water). The HBSS was prepared, followed by
temperature and pH adjustments to 37� 1 �C and 7.4� 0.2, respectively.
Before immersion in HBSS, the Fe–35Mn scaffolds were ground with
1200 grit SiC paper to remove the surface oxide and then ultrasonically
cleaned in ethanol for 15 min. Post-cleaned scaffolds were subsequently
weighed, measured and recorded. The static immersion test was con-
ducted for a duration of 28 days in HBSS at 37 � 2 �C, following ASTM-
G31 [44]. The solution was replaced every 2 days to prevent pH variation
beyond 7.4 � 0.2. After the immersion tests, the surface corrosion
products were removed using a commercial rust remover followed by
ultrasonic cleaning in ethanol. Scaffolds were weighed after each
cleaning round, and the cleaning was repeated until the scaffold weight
losses were stable to ensure thorough removal of the corrosion products,
as per ASTM G1-03 [45]. The corrosion rate (CR) was calculated ac-
cording to ASTM G31-72 [44]:

CR¼ 87:4� mi � mf

A� D� t
(Eq.4)

wheremi (mg) is the initial weight of scaffolds before immersion,mf (mg)
is the final weight of scaffolds after immersion, A (cm2) is the exposed
area determined by computed tomography (CT), D (g/cm3) is the alloy
density, and t (h) is the immersion time. Corrosion tests results are re-
ported as the mean of three replicates. Appropriate statistical analyses
(ANOVA, t-test) were performed to detect differences between the
means, and a p value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

2.7. Cytocompatibility assessment

Primary human osteoblast cell cultures were established from bone
chips collected during extraction of redundant human third molar teeth,
as reported in our previous publication [46]. Ethics approval was granted
by The University of Queensland human research ethics committee
(approval number 2019000134). The cells were cultured in Dulbecco's
modified Eagle's alpha-minimum essential medium (α-MEM; Gibco®,
Life Technologies Pty Ltd., Australia) containing 10% fetal bovine serum
(FBS; In Vitro Technologies, Australia) and 1% (v/v) pen-
icillin/streptomycin (P/S; Gibco®, Life Technologies Pty Ltd., Australia)
and incubated at 37 �C in a 95% humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2.
Culture medium was changed every 2–3 days. When the cultured cells
reached 90% confluence, they were passaged by a 3-min exposure to
0.25% trypsin (containing 1 mM EDTA, Gibco®, Life Technologies Pty
Ltd., Australia).

Cytotoxicity of the Fe–35Mn alloys was evaluated by an indirect cell
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assay. Prior to the extraction process, D60 and G60 fabricated scaffolds
around 2.0 mm in thickness were rinsed in 100% ethanol for 5 min and
dried in an oven overnight. Samples were then sterilized in 70% (v/v)
ethanol and kept overnight inside a biosafety cabinet to completely dry.
Subsequently, UV light was applied to the samples for 30 min before
immersion in α-MEM media. The extraction mediums for both G60 and
D60 unit-cells of Fe–35Mn alloy were prepared according to ISO 10993-5
[47]. The alloy samples were immersed in the culture medium according
to an extraction ratio of surface area to volume of 1.25 cm2 per mL in the
same culture environment for 72 h. The primary osteoblasts were seeded
in a 48-well plate at a density of 3 � 103 cells per well. The culture
medium was replaced with fabricated sample extracts of different con-
centrations (100% and 50%) after culture for 24 h, and then further
incubated for 1, 3, and 5 days. The cell viability was assessed by a
Live/Dead® assay, as described in previous publications [48,49]. Briefly,
the assay was performed after 1, 3 and 5 days from the addition of the
extracts onto the cells by staining the cells in the well plate with fluo-
rescein diacetate (FDA-green channel for living cells) or propidium io-
dide (PI- red channel for dead cells). The well plates were washed twice
in PBS, then incubated with FDA (0.8 U/ml) and PI (5 μg/ml) in PBS for
10 min at 37 �C under 5% CO2. The cells were then rinsed twice in PBS
and imaged shortly thereafter using a confocal scanning microscope
(Nikon, Eclipse- Ti, U.S.A) at excitation/emission wavelength 488/530
nm for FDA and 561/620 nm for PI.

The effect of extract medium on the metabolic activity and prolifer-
ation of the osteoblasts was evaluated by alamarBlue™ and DNA quan-
tification assays, respectively. Cell metabolism was assessed at days 1, 3
and 5 (n¼ 6) assays according to the manufacturer's protocol. Briefly, the
culture medium was replaced with 300 μl of medium containing 10% (v/
v) alamarBlue solution. The cells were incubated at 37 �C for 4 h. The
percentage of reduction was determined using the fluorescence method,
and each sample was measured at an excitation wavelength of 560 nm.
The emitted fluorescence was collected at a wavelength of 590 nm using
a spectrofluorometer (POLARstar Omega, BMG Labtech, Germany). A
PicoGreen™ DNA quantification assay (P11496, Invitrogen, Australia)
was performed according to the manufacturer's description. On Day 1, 3,
and 5, the cultured cells were washed in PBS and frozen at �80 �C until
further processing. Subsequently, they were digested overnight at 56 �C
in a Tris-EDTA buffered solution containing Proteinase-K (0.5 mg/ml).
DNA content was determined using a spectrofluorometer, as described in
a previous publication [49].

At selected time points (Day 1 and 5 from adding the extraction
media), the cell morphology of the attached cells on the well plates was
visualised using 4,6-diamino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, Life Technologies,
NY, USA) and Alexa Fluor 568 Phalloidin (Life Technologies, Grand Is-
land, NY, USA). The samples were rinsed in PBS then fixed for 20 min in
4% Paraformaldehyde in PBS. For membrane permeabilization, the
samples were incubated for 5 min with 0.5% Triton-X100, rinsed in PBS
and incubated for 30 min in a PBS solution having 5 μg/ml DAPI and 0.8
U/ml Alexa Fluor 568 Phalloidin.

2.8. Statistical analysis

For the cell culture data analysis, the data are expressed as mean �
standard deviation. Comparison between groups was assessed by analysis
of variance (one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey's test for post hoc
analysis). The statistical software Prism 9.0 for windows was used for
calculations, and a p value< 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Processing and variations in morphological features

All scaffold types could be produced by SLM, excluding the 72%
porous diamond structure. This lattice had extensive sections of thin
struts requiring very few laser pulses to consolidate, at the limit of the
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process resolution for SLM under the conditions in this study. As
commonly reported for other materials fabricated by SLM, the Fe–35Mn
lattices presented some surface irregularities [67–69]. Although
small-sized TPMS lattice structures are known for their good process-
ability by additive manufacturing [28], they still present some defects,
most notably on downward-facing surfaces. These are mainly caused by
the physics of the melt pool and inherent adhesion of powder to the
external surfaces (i.e., semi-melted particles). In addition, the areas of
overhang that are not supported vertically by prior deposited layers can
be subject to severe irregularity due to material warping [50].

Surface irregularities directly contribute to the increase in the surface
area to volume ratio (SA:V), as presented in Fig. 3. Each geometry pre-
sents a significant increase in SA:V ratio when compared to the CAD
equivalent, but a similar trend is observed in the increasing SA:V ratio
with increasing porosity for all geometries. The fabricated diamond lat-
tices have the highest variation in SA:V compared to the CAD files. This
may be due to its larger solid area and consequently smaller pore size,
contributing to greater heat accumulation. This causes an enlarged melt
pool and increases powder adhesion leading to higher surface roughness
and greater morphological mismatch. Fig. 3b presents a comparison of
the minimal strut size between the CAD and CT models. The mismatch is
consistent for the gyroid and diamond lattices, with a difference ranging
between 53 and 115 μm. However, the fabricated Schwarz lattices pre-
sented significantly larger strut sizes compared to the equivalent
designed models. Three-dimensional observations of the reconstructed
scans indicated that the difference was largely due to increased strut
thickness in the z direction where severe sagging due to overhang occurs.
The mismatch obtained is in the range of a few powder grains in size.

The SLM processability of the lattice structures is clearly influenced
by the unit-cell designs. Factors which contribute to the SLM process
resolution include the minimum laser focal area and the powder particle
size which influence the size of the melt pool that can form. The gyroid-
based scaffolds, which retained the largest minimum strut size across all
porosity levels investigated, were the most processable in respects to
being able to produce scaffolds with controllable porosity at all porosity
levels and which most closely matched to the CAD models. Meanwhile,
the Schwarz-based structures tended to show the greatest variation, with
the strut thicknesses tending to be substantially larger than the CAD
designed models, while the diamond-based scaffolds could not be reli-
ably produced at the highest porosity (72%).

3.2. Mechanical properties

For bone tissue engineering, the essential mechanical characteristics
of a scaffold include the compressive Young's modulus, yield strength and
ductility. Ideally, the Young's modulus of the fabricated structures should
match that of bone to avoid stress shielding [50], and the strength should
be superior to ensure that the implant can support physiological loads
during healing [51].

The engineering stress-strain curves from the compression tests are
presented in Fig. 4, and the extracted mechanical properties are reported
in Table 4. For the bulk material, a compressive modulus of 30.1 GPa and
a yield strength at 0.2% strain of 460 MPa were measured. These values
fall at the upper bound of bone's mechanical properties, i.e., Young's
modulus ranging between 1 and 30 GPa and yield strength ranging be-
tween 15 and 150 MPa [52,53]. The lattice designs exhibited moduli
ranging between 14.7 and 25.1 GPa, 3–11.5 GPa and 1.7–5.4 GPa for the
42%, 60% and 72% porous structures respectively, with the Schwarz
geometry having the highest modulus for the three levels of porosity. The
superior stiffness observed for the Schwarz geometry can be explained by
the alignment of the struts to the loading direction, as previously re-
ported [54]. In contrast, the gyroid and the diamond structures have their
struts oriented at 45� to the loading direction, which reduces their
resistance to compression and promotes dominant shear and bending
loads in contrast to the Schwarz lattice [55].

In respect to strength, the lattices exhibited yield strength at 0.2%



Fig. 3. Differences in morphological features and surface areas between the CAD models and fabricated specimens. (a) Evolution of SA:V ratios with level of porosity
(b) Evolution of strut size with level of porosity and (c) Extracted 2D slices showing the discrepancies in morphological features and increased surface areas between
CAD models and fabricated specimens from CT scans.
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strain ranging between 5 MPa and 77 MPa, which confirms that most of
the Fe–35Mn structures presented in this work are sufficiently strong for
bone scaffold applications (see relevant mechanical properties of cortical
bone in Table 4 [56]). More specifically, the data shows that the gyroid
structure was superior to the other two, with a 0.2% offset yield strength
of 77 MPa for the 42% porous design and 26 MPa for the 60% porous
design. The lowest strength reported was for the diamond lattices, with
16 MPa for the 60% porous specimens. In previous work, the differences
in strength between lattice designs for titanium alloy lattices have been
attributed to the unit-cell topology primarily, but also to variations in the
strut size [57].

In general, all three lattice designs presented high overall ductility
with failures typically in the range of 0.3–0.6 strain, except for the S72
sample which exhibited early failure at around 2% strain. Compared to
the other designs, the S72 had the thinnest struts of 120 μm which led to
compromised strength and structural integrity after small amounts of
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deformation. The gyroid and diamond structures with lower yield
strength than equivalent Schwartz unit cell-based designs, also tended to
show a plateau after the yield with only small increases in the stress in
response to plastic strain up to around 20–30 % strain, beyond which
there were more rapid increases as the lattices further compressed.
Meanwhile, the Schwartz type lattices tended to exhibit more constant
increases in the stress throughout the applied plastic strain and always
maintained higher stresses at equivalent strain levels compared to the
other lattice designs, except for in the case of the G42 lattice which
exceeded the S42 design at beyond around 30% strain.

The compression test results show that controlling the unit-cell type
and porosity allows the lattices to be engineered to achieve mechanical
properties suited to specific applications. In general, the Schwartz type
lattices were stronger and stiffer than the other unit cell designs. Mean-
while, the diamond and gyroid unit cell-based designs possessed lower
strength, were less stiff and were more plastically compliant. For porosity



Fig. 4. Engineering stress-strain compression curves for the Fe–35Mn material produced with SLM for (a) dense material (b) 42% porous lattices, (c) 60% porous
lattices and (d) 72% porous lattices. Note that the plots are at different scales to ensure better readability.
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levels up to 60%, all unit cell designs sustained high strains (>30%)
before failure, while the gyroid structure is the only scaffold design
which could be manufactured to withstand high levels of plastic strain
(>40%) at the higher 72% porosity level.

3.3. Microstructure of lattices

The microstructure in the selective laser melted Fe–Mn lattices were
characterised by EBSD analysis. The lattices are of good quality, with
only small amounts of intra-strut porosity related to processing defects.
The lattices consist of columnar grains aligned along the build direction.

Fig. 5a presents the longitudinal EBSD-inverse pole figure map
(EBSD-IPF) and the corresponding pole figures of the bulk Fe–35Mn
sample in the as-built condition on its YZ-planes, with the dashed line
representing the melt pool boundary. In the EBSD-IPF maps, the red,
blue, and green colors display the crystal directions of <001>, <111>,
and <101>, respectively. Based on the EBSD results, the major phase of
all Fe–35Mn samples in this work is the FCC structured austenitic iron (γ
phase), which agrees with XRD results from previous work [30]. From
the EBSD-IPF map, the average grain size of the bulk sample is estimated
to be ~30.2 μm, with homogenous grain morphology. The corresponding
pole figure which is shown inset in Fig. 5b reveals a dominant <110>
texture. The misorientation map shown in Fig. 5b from the same region
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depicted in 5a, reveals that the level of misorientations is weak and
typically in the range of ~0.8�–~2.8�.

To further understand the microstructure evolution after the
compression tests, the longitudinal EBSD-inverse pole figure (EBSD-IPF)
and misorientation map of the compressed bulk Fe–35Mn sample are
shown in Fig. 5c. After the compressive deformation, small grains were
formed due to the deformation, while the misorientation was only
slightly increased. Notably, compared with the as-built sample, the
<001> texture was strengthened, which results from grain slipping
induced by the compressive deformation.

Microstructures from the as-built Fe–35Mn scaffolds with different
unit cell designs are also depicted in Fig. 5c. EBSD-IPF maps for each of
the three lattice designs (gyroid, diamond and Schwarz primitive) with
varying levels of porosity are shown viewed along and perpendicular to
the build direction. The SLM Fe–35Mn lattices exhibit columnar grains
which are predominantly aligned to the build direction. Notably, the
grains in the Schwarz structures were substantially longer than those in
the diamond and gyroid structures, influenced by the cell design and
associated porosity distribution. The IPF colors indicate that the texture
in different lattice structures differs according to the scaffold design and
porosity level. As shown in the pole figures, the Schwarz structure had
strong <001> texture. This texture is an influence of scaffold design
because the struts of the Schwarz structure are aligned to the build



Table 4
Mechanical properties of Fe–35Mn (dense and lattices) extracted from
compression tests. The values presented here are the average (M�SD) of three
replicates for each sample type.

Sample reference Young's
Modulus
(GPa)

Yield
Strength at
0.2% (MPa)

Compressive
Strength at 20%
strain (MPa)

Strain
at
failure

Bulk 30.1 � 0.8 460 � 8.2 818 � 4 >0.56
Gyroid 42 14.7 � 3.8 77 � 4 212 � 9 0.45 �

0.09
Gyroid 60 4.7 � 0.9 26 � 2 57 � 2 0.33 �

0.02
Gyroid 72 1.7 � 1.0 5 � 1 10 � 5 0.44 �

0.18
Diamond 42 15.0 � 6.7 58 � 4 136 � 9 0.52 �

0.04
Diamond 60 3.0 � 0.7 16 � 5 32 � 6 0.58 �

0.04
Diamond 72 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Schwarz 42 25.1 � 7.7 64 � 11 236 � 2 0.52 �

0.08
Schwarz 60 11.5 � 5.2 28 � 2 124 � 4 0.28 �

0.05
Schwarz 72 5.4 � 1.9 19 � 2 N/A 0.02 �

0.01
Human femoral
cortical bone
(longitudinal)
[56]

18.2 � 1.9 115.06 �
16.36

205 � 17.3 1.3 �
0.3
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direction, which promotes grain growth along the build direction due to
the heat transfer during SLM processing. In contrast, the diamond
structure has a modest <011> texture, while texture in the gyroid lattice
structure was relatively weak. This can be understood by considering that
the diamond and gyroid scaffold designs, which have struts oriented at
45� to the build direction, limit the growth of columnar grains in the
vertical build direction, which in turn lead to greater anisotropy. The
results demonstrate the influence of scaffold design on themicrostructure
of the SLM fabricated Fe–Mn lattices. Moreover, the texture can also be
linked to the corrosion behaviours of the SLM fabricated Fe–Mn lattices
as corrosion tendencies are generally related to surface energies. This will
be discussed in the following section.

Statistical quantitative evaluation of the grain morphologies from the
EBSD-IPF maps indicates that porosity and lattice geometry do not have a
significant impact on the grain size of the different lattices, with range
from ~27 μm to ~29 μm.
3.4. Corrosion results

Fig. 6 shows the average corrosion rates (CRs) of the additively
manufactured Fe–35Mn scaffolds after in vitro static immersion tests. The
CRs are directly influenced by porosity levels, as indicated in Fig. 6a.
Consistently, higher degradation rates were observed with increased
levels of porosity across all TPMS geometries. For example, the gyroid
structure with 42%, 60% and 72% porosity exhibited CRs of 0.11, 0.27,
and 0.48 mm year�1, respectively. Regarding the influence of TPMS
geometry on CRs, Fig. 6a indicates minimal CR differences between the
different lattices at 42% porosity. However, there appears to be greater
differences at the higher porosity levels.

Two-way ANOVA results from the CR data of the three geometries at
two levels of porosity (42% and 60%) are shown in Table 5. CR results at
70% porosity were not included in the analysis since there is no associ-
ated data present for the diamond lattice. The results confirm that both
porosity and geometry have significant effects on the CR of the biode-
gradable lattices, with porosity exhibiting a greater influence than ge-
ometry. The ANOVA results also indicate that the interaction of porosity
and geometry significantly influences degradation rate. Indeed, this
interaction is quite evident when comparing the CR of the lattices with
60% porosity, with the diamond lattice displaying the highest
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degradation rate due to its significantly elevated SA/V ratio value (more
than 40% higher than the other two lattices). Another ANOVA test (3
levels of porosity, 2 geometries) was done to extend the analysis to
include the 72% porosity but assessing only the gyroid and Schwarz
lattices. Results from this analysis again confirm the significant influence
of porosity on CR, but minimal geometry and interaction effects.

The enhanced corrosion performances at increasing porosity can be
attributed to the increase in SA:V ratios associated with the TPMS
morphological design features, as seen in Fig. 6b. The relationship be-
tween corrosion rates and SA:V ratios were explored using three types of
models including linear model, quadratic model, and exponential model.
The best performed model has been identified as a quadratic model (R2

¼ 0.953) described by the equation: y ¼ 0.00041302x2 - 0.00322177x -
0.01372214, where y is the average corrosion rate and x is the structure-
specific parameter SA:V. Since corrosion is a surface phenomenon, higher
amounts of exposed surface areas enhance the corrosion [58]. The high
porosity levels also enhance solution permeability [59], thereby enabling
more effective contact between the physiological fluid (Hank's solution)
and internal structural features. Similarly, the modest CR differences
between the three TPMS geometries for similar porosity levels are
directly related to the differences in the SA/V ratios of each lattice
(Fig. 6b). Again, it is expected that the higher the SA/V ratio, the higher
the resulting CR. This observation is consistent with literature and may
be explained by the difference in strut size intrinsic to each design [60].
Finally, though there is no available CR data for the diamond lattice at
72% porosity, it is reasonable to assume that it would have shown the
highest CR due to the higher SA/V ratio value inherent to the lattice's
design.

The observed trends in CRs are consistent with the conclusions of
other studies that large surface areas [61] and reduced strut thickness
[13] contribute to accelerate degradation rates. The presence of micro-
structural texture may also contribute to the enhanced corrosion rate of
the diamond lattice. The EBSD results detected a <011> texture in the
3D-printed diamond Fe–Mn scaffolds compared with the <001> texture
observed in the Schwarz structures at similar porosity levels. It is possible
that the <011> plane of the face-centred cubic (FCC) austenite structure
(Fe–Mn alloys in this study), by having a higher planar density, is more
chemically active than the <001> plane, resulting in higher tendency to
corrode [62].

3.5. In vitro cell culture

In vitro cell responses to the D60 and G60 extracts were assessed using
primary osteoblast cells after 1, 3 and 5 days. The cytotoxicity of the D60
and G60 fabricated scaffolds on osteoblasts was assessed at the various
time points by a live/dead assay with 100% and 50% extracts, and the
results are shown in Fig. 7(a and b). Based on the analysis of confocal
images (Fig. 7a), no significant differences were observed between the
groups at each time point. However, when examining the quantitative
data presented in Fig. 7b, it is evident that on day 1, the 3D printed
samples, with the exception of D60 at 50% extraction, exhibited a lower
percentage of reduction when compared to the negative control. As the
culture time extended, the printed scaffolds displayed no signs of cyto-
toxicity at the tested concentrations across all three time points, indi-
cating excellent cytocompatibility of the scaffolds. The cell metabolic
activity was measured by alamarBlue (Fig. 8a) and this demonstrated a
similar trend to the DNA quantification data (Fig. 8b), with minimal
differences between the culture media (negative control) and extracts at
high (100%) and low (50%) concentrations. The effect of the extracts on
cell morphology was assessed on D60 scaffold by confocal laser micro-
scopy (Fig. 8c) (there was no difference between the groups, data not
shown). It was observed that the cells maintained confluence and a
normal morphology from day 1, indicating that the extracts do not have a
negative influence on the cells. Indeed, the presence of Fe and Mn ions in
the extracts did not diminish cell viability, consistent with previous re-
ports [2]. Iron is an essential element in the human body and has been



Fig. 5. (a) Longitudinal EBSD-inverse pole figure (EBSD-IPF) and (b) corresponding misorientation map and pole figures of the bulk sample, (c) Longitudinal EBSD
map and corresponding misorientation map and pole figures of the bulk sample after the compression test; EBSD maps and corresponding {001}, {110} and {111} pole
figures of the three lattice structures (gyroid, diamond and Schwarz primitive) with different porosity designs, viewed along and perpendicular to the building di-
rection (Z-axis), respectively.
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demonstrated to have a high threshold for toxicity to occur, i.e., 350–500
μg dl-1 in serum. Extracellular iron exclusively binds to transferrin, which
maintains iron-solubility and restricts exposure to lower, non-toxic levels
[63]. Although Mn shows a potential to be toxic to human cells, i.e.,
Mn3þ at a level of 3–5.6 μg dl-1 can cause neurologic symptoms, its
cytotoxic properties are alleviated when combined with Fe in the
Fe–35Mn alloy to form a homogeneous solid solution of the γ phase [2].
Indeed, the Fe–35Mn alloy possesses very different characteristics than
its forming elements (Fe2þ, and Mn3þ), demonstrating a far more
favourable influence on cell function, with our findings being consistent
with previously reported cell culture work on Fe–35Mn alloys [2].

Our preliminary in vitro culture work demonstrated the promising
cytocompatibility properties of the fabricated scaffolds. Further studies
using both indirect and direct cell culture assays to assess various cell
functions, including adhesion, migration and differentiation, will greatly
increase insight into the cellular effects of the Fe–35Mn alloys.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, lattices based on different TPMS designs were fabricated
via selective laser melting of a Fe–35Mn alloy and the mechanical
properties, degradation behaviours and cytocompatibility were assessed.

Important conclusions from the study are:

(i) The lattice designs exhibited moduli ranging between 14.7 and
25.1 GPa, 3–11.5 GPa and 1.7–5.4 GPa for the 42%, 60% and 72%
porous structures, respectively. The superior stiffness observed for
the Schwarz geometry is due to the alignment of the struts to the
loading direction. In contrast, the gyroid and the diamond struc-
tures have struts oriented at 45� to the loading direction which
reduces the compressive stiffness and promotes dominant shear
and bending deformation.

(ii) The different lattice designs exhibited 0.2% offset yield strengths
between 5 MPa and 77 MPa, confirming their suitability for
cortical bone scaffold applications. More specifically, the data
shows that the gyroid structure was superior to the diamond and



Fig. 6. The average corrosion rates of the different TPMS Fe–35Mn scaffolds plotted as a function of (a) level of porosity and (b) surface area/volume after the static
immersion test.

Table 5
Two-way ANOVA (p< 0.05) results showing the significant influence of porosity
(42% and 60%), geometry (diamond, gyroid and Schwarz), and their interaction
on the corrosion rate of the lattice (taken at porosity levels 42 and 60%).

Source of Variation SS df MS F P-value F crit

Porosity 0.128 1 0.128 168.4 2.01E-08 4.74
Geometry 0.013 2 0.006 8.2 0.005713 3.89
Interaction 0.024 2 0.012 15.9 0.000422 3.89
Within 0.009 12 0.001
Total 0.174 17

SS ¼ sum of squares; df ¼ degrees of freedom; MS ¼ mean square; F––F ratio.
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Schwarz lattices, with a yield strength of 77 MPa for the 42%
porous design and 26MPa for the 60% porous design. However, at
72% porosity the lowest strength of 5 MPa was obtained for the
gyroid lattice.

(iii) Degradation rates significantly increased with increasing porosity
(42%, 60%, 72%) for the three investigated TPMS geometries.
Lattice geometry and porosity had a moderate impact on CR. The
positive influence of porosity and geometry on CR is directly
related to the increase in surface area-to-volume ratio (SA/V). The
observed dependence of corrosion rate on these factors provides a
Fig. 7. Live/dead cells assay of indirect extraction cell culture method at 100% and 5
negative control. The culture medium was used as negative control and culture med
< 0.01.
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pathway to design biodegradable porous implants with tunable
degradation behaviours.

(iv) Assessments of the effect of low (50%) and high (100%) concen-
tration extracts on human osteoblast viability, metabolic activity
and DNA content did not show any adverse effects, demonstrating
the biocompatibility of the SLM fabricated Fe–35Mn alloy.

This study has shown that TPMS based lattice implant designs pro-
duced from a biodegradable Fe–35Mn alloy offer excellent biocompati-
bility with the ability to tailor the mechanical properties and degradation
rates to specific clinical applications. The results of this work provide a
feasible solution to develop tuneable biodegradable implants for hard
tissue engineering using TPMS designs. Meanwhile, additive
manufacturing has demonstrated its ability to achieve accurate and
efficient fabrication of intricate lattice structures. This capability posi-
tions additive manufacturing as a driving force behind the evolution of
medical device design, promoting the timely delivery of high-quality
medical implants to patients with personalised performances for
improved tissue regeneration.

Despite of the findings, the relationships between TPMS structures
and implant's mechanical and corrosion performances still need to be
fully understood. New insights might be obtained by considering the
microstructural defects generated during the additive manufacturing
0% extraction, (2) confocal images and (b) percent of reduction as a function of
ium with 10% dimethyl sulfoxide as positive control. * ¼ p < 0.05 and ** ¼ p



Fig. 8. (a) Metabolic activity as measured by Aalamar Blue; (b) proliferation as assessed by PicoGreen DNA quantification assay (DNA content was measured and
normalised by the DNA content of the initial seeding solution) of osteoblasts cells after 1, 3 and 5 days of culture using indirect extraction from D60 and G60 fabricated
scaffolds. (c) DAPI (blue)/Phalloidin (read) staining of D60 after day 1 and day 5 of replacing the culture media with the extracted solution. For statistical analysis,
each group is compared to þ ve control group, * ¼ p < 0.05.
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process. The effects of other TPMS designs such as the lidinoid minimal
surface and other additive manufacturing methods on implant's perfor-
mances also deserve to be further investigated.

In terms of the biocompatibility, although a good cytocompatibility to
primary human osteoblasts cells was observed in vitro, the in vivo
osteoimmunity responses of these scaffolds still need to be investigated to
expedite their clinical translation towards bone regeneration. Developing
composite scaffold materials [64] may provide a promising solution to
regulate the osteoimmunity responses for augmented bone regeneration.
For example, a composite scaffold material composed of deferox-
amine@poly(ε-caprolactone) nanoparticles, manganese carbonyl nano-
sheets, gelatin methacryloyl hydrogel, and a polylactide/hydroxyapatite
(HA) matrix has been reported to augment bone repair by facilitating the
balance of the immune system and bone metabolism [65–69].
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